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Geometry and Scenography in the Late 
Gothic Choir of Metz Cathedral 

Robert Bork 

The Cathedral of Metz, although little known even among historians of medieval 
art, deserves recognition as one of the largest and grandest of medieval churches. 
With vaults sorne 42 meters high, Metz Cathedral ranks with Amiens as the tallest 
French cathedral completed in the Middle Ages. The clerestory at Metz is the 
tallest of any Gothic church and the cathedral's late Gothic transept frontals 
enframe the largest stained glass windows in the history of architecture. With 
impressive specifications such as these, the cathedral's relative obscurity demands 
explanation. One important factor in this neglect has surely been the cathedral's 
location in Lorraine, a territory located on the border of the French and German 
cultural spheres that belongs fully to neither. Metz was occupied by the Germans 
in the decades following the Franco-Prussian war, in precisely the years when the 
French were coming to a new appreciation of their great cathedrals such as 
Chartres, Reims and Amiens. 

To the extent that Metz Cathedral has been studied at ali, attention has tended 
to focus on the thirteenth-century portions of the building, in which connections 
to the Reims Cathedral workshop are clearly discernible.' In the one scholarly 
monograph on Metz Cathedral, published by Marce! Aubert and Jean Vallery
Radot in 1931, the late Gothic transept and choir of the building are treated only 
brietly, and they are not treated at ali in the more recent studies of the nave 
undertaken independently by Christoph Brachmann and Sergio Sanabria.2 Ali of 

At Metz, as at Reims, the arcade features cantonnated piers with beltlike foliate 
capitals of uniform height, surmounted on the nave walls by thick muscular shaft bundles. 
Both buildings also feature champenois passages and similar treatments ofbases, moldings 
and profiles. 

2 The major scholarly monograph on the building is still Marce! Aubert, La cathédra/e

de Metz (París, 1931 ). More recently, Christoph Brachmann has analyzed the nave 
architecture of Metz cathedral in the context of thirteenth-century episcopal power, in 
Gotische Architektur in Metz unter Bishof Jacques de Lorraine: Der Neubau der Kathedra/e 

und seine Fo/gen (Berlín, 1998). The preliminary results of Sergio Sanabria 's rigorous 
archaeological study ofthe nave have only begun to appear in print, as in, e.g., Sergio Sanabria 
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these authors, noting the striking extent to which the cathedral's late Gothic east 
end harmonizes with the earlier nave, have chosen to concentrate their attention on 
the period when the overall flavor of the project seems to have been established. 
Thus, one of the most ambitious and successful cathedral-building projects of la ter 
northern Gothic architecture has been left essentially unstudied. 

Consideration ofthe later campaigns at Metz, however, can revea! a great deal 
about the methods and attitudes of Late Gothic designers confronted by the 
achievements of the High Gothic and Rayonnant periods. In particular, careful 
analysis of the cathedral 's plan geometry reveals surprising connections to and 
transformations ofthirteenth-century design practice. Together, these suggest that 
a new dialog between scenographic and purely geometrical design strategies was 
taking place at the very end of the Gothic period. 

The plan of Metz Cathedral departs in a number of significant respects from the 
pattern established by great thirteenth-century cathedrals such as Amiens (Figure 
l 1 .1 ). Sorne ofthe peculiarities seen at Metz, such as the absence of a conventional
west-fa<;ade block, reflect the vagaries of the cathedral's institutional history and
early building sequence, and need not intrude further into the present discussion.3 

It is worth noting, however, that the thirteenth-century builders of the nave had
already decided to construct an aisle-less transept. Thirteenth-century dado walls
were built up against the lower western faces of the cathedral 's Ottonian transept,
which was retained along with the Ottonian choir until the construction of their
Late Gothic successors. It seems, therefore, that the thirteenth-century builders
already envisioned the Gothic transept as a simple glass box of colossal

and Kristina Luce, "The Rayonnant Gothic Buttresses at Metz Cathedral," in Michael Wolfe 
and Elizabeth Smith, eds., Techno/ogy and Resource Use in Medieval Europe: Cathedra/s, 

Milis and Mines (Aldershot, 1997). Two other recent works on the cathedral that deserve 
mention are Marie-Antoinette Kuhn-Mutter, La calhédrale de Me/z: des pierres et des 

hommes (Metz, 1994), which is noteworthy for its handsome photographs by Raymond Kuhn, 
and P.E. Wagner and J.L. Jolin's 15 Siécles d'architec/ure et urbanisme autour de la 

cathédrale de Metz (Metz, 1987) which ollers a valuable urbanistic perspective on the 
cathedral's history, though it breaks no new ground in the archaeological investigation ofthe 
monument itself. 

Because ofthe orientation ofits hilltop site, Metz Cathedral is not even aligned on a 
conventional east-west axis. lnstead, the choir of the church - its "east end" - is actually to 
the geographical north, while its "north" and "south" transepts face west and east, 
respectively. The two apsidal protrusions on the cathedral 's "south" are convenlionally 
oriented. The "western" one served as the choir for the fonnerly autonomous collegiate 
church ofNotre-Dame-la-Ronde, which was progressively incorporated into the fabric ofthe 
cathedral. Because ofthe original distinction between the two churches, the cathedral's towers 
were planted to the "east" of Notre-Dame-la-Ronde rather than at the "western" end of the 
nave as a conventional facade block. Hcnceforth the quote marks around these directional 
terms will be eliminated to avoid distraction, but it should be remembered that these tenns 
label the parts ofthe cathedral according to ecclesiastical rather than geographical convention. 
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dimensions. The present transept, begun in 1487, real izes this basic vision 
faithfully, with Late Gothic mannerisms evident only in the detailing (Figure 11.2). 

The case of the choir plan is far more subtle. With its three shallow chapels 
disposed in a basically octagonal array, the east end of Metz Cathedral at first 
appears more geometrically rigid than the analogous portions of a thirteenth-century 
cathedral like Amiens, in which many chapels seem to squeeze next to each other 
with almost arbitrary tightness, as i f they were drawn onto the surfaces of a closing 
Japanese fan (Figure 11.1 ). Upon closer inspection, however, the Metz plan begins 
to display curious features that complicate this picture of geometrical rigidity. To 
begin with, the stellar vaults ofthe chapels appear compressed and flattened in plan, 
as though the chapels were not sufficiently deep to contain their notionally octagonal 

geometries. The choir "straight bays," moreover, pinch slightly inwards at their 
eastern end; the exterior walls of the aisles bend towards the building's centerline 
and the freestanding piers of the choir proper are similarly biased inwards. 
lmpressionistically, the latter aspect of the design may be understood as part of the 
transition from the huge open spaces of the nave and transept to the somewhat 
quicker visual rhythm of the strongly faceted hemicycle. Geometrically, however, 
this biasing of the walls appcars to mark a real departure from the design methods 
of the thirteenth century, in which the principal walls were typically straight until 
they reached the hemicycle proper. A quick look at the plan of Metz Cathedral, 
therefore, suggests that the late Gothic designers conceived the geometrically rigid 
plans of the boxy transept and octagonal hemicycle zone independently, joining 
these two zones with walls set at whatever angle was necessary to achieve a smooth 
linkage. Such a preliminary analysis contains important grains of truth, but the 
surprising logic of the Metz plan cannot be appreciated without a much more 
detailed analysis of the choir geometry and its relationship to the rest of the 
cathedral, especially as it was experienced by visitors to the church. 

From the perspective ofthe church-goer, Metz Cathedral appears both aesthetically 
and geometrically unified, at least in a broad sense. The overall articulation of the 
cathedral 's late Gothic east end harmonizes with that of the thirteenth-century nave. As 
noted earlier, scholars have generally seen this as deliberate historicism on the part of 
the Late Gothic builders. An even more striking coordination between the east end and 
the thirteenth-century work emerges when one stands in the nave aisles looking east 
(Figure 11.3). A chapel window stands enfrarned at the end of each aisle, in an 
arrangement that appears to be purposefully scenographic. lt would seem, in other 
words, that the designers of the Late Gothic choir anticipated the ways in which 
visitors to the cathedral would experience it optically and perspectivally, deliberately 

ordering the forros ofthe cathedral's east end to produce visually satisfying vistas like 
the one down the nave-aisles to the chapel windows.4 This observation irnmediately 

Marvin Trachtenberg has demonstrated the importance of scenographic as well as 
geometrical thinking in the architectural and urbanistic culture of Trecento Florence. As 
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raises questions about the conception ofthe choir plan and its geometry. How was this 
optical alignment conceived? How did the designers combine scenographic 
considerations of this kind with their traditional geometrical methods, which were 
conceptually independent of the viewer's experience?' What were the sources of the 
geometrical thinking that allowed the Metz designers to achieve these effects, and what 
does this suggest about the relationship between High and Late Gothic design? 

These questions could be tackled directly ifthe intentions ofthe Metz designers 
were recorded in contemporary plan drawings. Such drawings would give access 
to the cathedral's "ideal plan," unaffected by the irregularities that can creep into 
the building during construction through both mistakes and design refinements.6 

Unfortunately, however, no such plans for Metz Cathedral survive, and the physical 
fabric ofthe church displays numerous asymmetries and irregularities that greatly 
complicate analysis of its intended plan geometry. These irregularities, moreover, 
have not been accurately recorded in the modern plans thus far published in the 
nineteenth and twentieth centuries. Figure 11.4 presents the results of a new 
survey in which these anomalies have been carefully recorded to permit the 
present geometrical analysis.' 

Trachtenberg explains, Florentine builders were willing to mix strict geometrical reasoning 
with improvisational and contextual thinking. A generally analogous mixture of impulses 
seems to have been at work in the Metz workshop a century later, although the theoretical 
premises of the northem builders may have been very different than those documented by 
Trachtenberg in the Florentine case. See Marvin Trachtenberg, Dominion of the Eye: 
Urbanism, Art and Power in Early Modern Florence (Cambridge, 1997). 

' Here once again Trachtenberg's analysis of Italian urbanism offers an interesting 
gloss on the situation at Metz. In a talk entitled "Perspectivism and Other Planning Strategies 
in Renaissance Urbanism;' delivered at the University of Jowa on April 10, 2000, 
Trachtenberg contrasted the "perspectivist" design strategies of Florentine Trecento planning 
with the "auratic" approach seen two centuries earlier in the Campo Santo at Pisa. He argued 
that the layout ofthe Pisa Cathedral complex enhances the viewer's sense ofthe buildings as 
autonomous and geometrically coherent objects precisely because their arrangement does 
not scenographically frame a series of ideal views for the visitor's benefit. The traditional 
geometrical methods of Gothic design, similarly, make no direct appeal to the subjective 
experience of the viewer. The arrangement of the Metz chapel windows appears particularly 
interesting in this context because it suggests a shift from this purely "auratic" mode. 

6 lmportant collections of medieval architectural drawings of this kind have been 
preserved in severa! major centers in the Germanic world, most notably Strasbourg and 
Vienna. The geometrical logic behind these designs can often be gleaned directly from such 
drawings, especially in cases where construction lines or compass pricks record the working 
process of the draftsmen. See, e.g., Roland Recht et al., Les Bátisseurs des cathédra/es 

gothiques (Strasbourg, 1989), Hans Koepf, Die gotischen Planrisse der Wiener Sammlung 

(Vienna, 1969) and Francois Bucher, Architecior: The Lodge Books and Sketchbooks of 

Medieval Architects (New York, 1979). 
7 The most accurate overall plan of the cathedral is still the one drawn up by Paul 

Tournow, the architect in charge of the cathedral in the later nineteenth century during the 
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Significantly, Figure 11.4 reveals that while the north-nave-aisle axis lines up 
exactly with the eastern chapel window as shown in Figure 11.3, the same 
relationship does not quite pertain to the south, where the chapel window axis sits 
sorne 70cm inboard ofthe aisle axis.8 This disparity can be understood as a symptom
of a general distortion of the hemicycle structure towards the north. A Iine drawn 
through the northernmost of the four major hemicycle buttresses and the associated 
freestanding hemicycle pier intersects the main longitudinal axis of the building at 
an angle of only 19 degrees off perpendicular, instead of the 22.5 degree angle that 
octagonal symmetry would lead one to suspect. Ali the other radial lines converge 
to a center displaced slightly to the west of this intersection point. The two of these 
lines embracing the axial chapel make angles of 24 and 21 degrees with respect to 
the building's principal axis, attesting once again to the northward displacement of 
the choir geometry, the origins of which will be discussed in detail below. Broadly 
speaking, however, these distortions can be seen as the unfortunate but almost 
inevitable result of working on a crowded hilltop site in which the retention of the 
earlier cathedral's Ottonian choir prevented direct surveying to the hemicycle's 
geometrical center. The irregularities in the choir structure are almost imperceptible 

German occupation of Metz. A streamlined and simplified version of this plan was 
published in Aubert's monograph (see Figure 11.1) and is found in most publications and 
guidebooks dealing with the cathedral. Tournow's plan, however, misrepresents certain 
aspects of the choir geometry, most notably the proportions of the salient buttress flanges, 
by exaggerating the distinction between the thicknesses ofthe two major buttresses flanking 
the axial chapel. Moreover, Tournow's elevation drawings frequently omit the slight 
changes of detail that provide valuable evidence for changes in the direction of the Metz 
workshop. Aubert's monograph, meanwhile, includes a few valuable drawings that 
scrupulously record the precise shape and size of piers, shaft bundles and other small 
elements, but the information from such drawings is strictly local. To complement these 
extant studies, I surveyed the choir of the cathedral during visits to Metz in the summers of 
1998 and 1999. l am pleased to acknowledge the assistance of John Hiser and Sergio 
Sanabria, without whose collaboration I could not have taken the necessary measurements. 
This survey was based on taking massively redundan! sets of triangulated distance 
measurements with a steel tape. The new choir plan drawn up from these distance 
measurements was then compared to the sets of laser-sighting data taken from a series of 
strategically chosen fixed sighting points, which give highly precise checks on the angular 
relationships between the parts of the building. The accuracy of the new choir plan was 
confirmed by its excellent agreement with this laser-sighting data. Sanabria 's far more 
detailed survey ofthe nave, meanwhile, provides a newly rigorous basis for analysis ofthe 
earlier campaigns at the cathedral. 

8 In this paper, "inboard" means "towards the cathedral's principal longitudinal 
axis." This term should serve to remind the reader that when elements are moved "in board," 
the overall scale of the plan shrinks. The shifting of elements "outboard," conversely, result 
in an overall scaling up of the composition. Such considerations are importan! because 
analysis of the highly distorted Metz choir plan depends on careful consideration of its 
overall scale, as explained more fully below. 
























